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ABSTRACT

The discovery of the fuUerenes in 1985 by Kroto, Heath, O'Brien, Curl and Smalley and the development
of a method for production of macroscopic amounts in 1990 by Kratschmer, Lamb, Fostiropoulos and Huffman
opened a new area of carbon research with possible production of new materials with unique properties. The
field has developed further later on with discoveries of nanotubes, metal filled nanotubes, carbon onions and
more recently metal covered fullerenes. All these new discoveries show how cluster science opens approaches to
the area of meososcopic physics. The general trend is here in the direction from small to large contrary to the
general trend of modern mesoscopic physics or micro-electronics where the movement is from large to small. It is
especially fascinating how the whole area offullerene research was initiated by problems in astrophysics. Originally
Kratschmer and Huffman had the intention to explain an observed strong extinction from interstellar dust and
produced in experiments special carbon soot with a characteristic optical absorption known as "'the camel hump
smQki'. This paper gives a short overview of some of our more recent theoretical work of the electronic properties
of C60 , metal covered C60 and nanotubes. In addition some results are also presented of optical properties of
metal covered C60 as a function of metal coverage.

1 INTRODUCTION

Research on clusters during the past twenty years [1-4] has generated a new interdisciplinary field in which
knowledge from many disciplines as nuclear, atomic, molecular, astra and solid state physics has been very
valuable for the present status of this field. Today, free and deposited clusters, ranging from a few atoms to
a few thousand of atoms can be produced for many elements in the periodic table. These clusters have also
in many cases been characterized with respect to different electronic properties and in a few cases geometrical
structure using experimental methods developed in studies of atoms, small molecules or solids. The knowledge
obtained from such studies, as for example the experimental discovery of the icosahedral packing in clusters of
xenon in the group of Recknagel in 1981 [5], initiated a new direction in the earlier established field of small
particles. Probably even more exciting was the discovery of magic numbers for clusters of alkali elements in the
group of Knight in 1984 [6]. Their discovery verified a shortly earlier prediction by Ekardt (7) of the existence of
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electronic shell structure for the delocalized electrons in clusters of alkali elements. The further development of
the so--called self-consistent jellium model (3,4,8J for treatment of systems with a large number of fermions have
resulted in many exciting discoveries as magic numbers, super shells (9, 10J and clusters characterized as shells
of atoms (11] in which one explores the unknown area by moving in the direction from small to large units i.e.
between atomic/molecular physics and solid state physics. This kind of exploration is opposed to the trends in
modern mesoscopic physics, micro--electronics, nano--technology or materials science (12,13], where the general
direction today is a movement from large to small.

Before 1985 carbon was known to exist in two structures, graphite with the sp2 bonding and diamond with sp3
bonding which had quite different material properties. The whole field of carbon research has, however, changed
totally after the discovery offullerenes as C60 by Kroto, Heath, O'Brien, Curl and Smalley in 1985 (14] using the
laser vaporization method and, in particular, after Kratschmer, Lamb, Fostiropoulos and Huffman [15,16] using
the electric arc evaporation method. The research by in particular Kroto, Kratschmer and Huffman [17-20J were
mainly motivated from problems in astrophysics aiming at producing particles of carbon for explanation of an
observed strong extinction from interstellar dust [21]. The carbon soot they produced, having the characteristic
optical absorption known as "the camel hump smoke" opened a whole new area of basic and applied carbon
research [22-25]. An overview of the historical development of the field of futlerenes with special emphasis on the
interplay between theoretical predictions of UV absorption [26], Raman and IR spectra [27J and the agreement
with experimental data recorded more then four years before was discussed in an earlier SPIE proceedings [28).

The whole field of fullerene related species can be characterized as a number of serendipitous discoveries as the
existence of of "a whole zoo of fullerenes" (29), "endohedral ones" [30] and later "nanotubes of different diameters,
lengths, number of shells which could be closed or open and filled with different types of materials" [31-33] or
"Carbon onions" [34]. Many of these discoveries represent a sightseeing tour in "cluster science" as visualized
in Fig. 1 with the bil:th of a totally new area of materials science, mesoscopic physics or molecular eningeering
which very few people could have imagined ten years ago. It is particluarly exciting that knowledge and research
problems formulated to solve problems in astrophysics [35] has been so important for this development.

Today carbon compounds like Cso can function as templates for synthesising of new materials like the pro-
duction of clusters of Cso [36), metal covered Cso [37-40] in the coevaporation of Cso with some metal for which
the stability and the optical properties have been studied for some systems [41,42]. Another exciting area is
the production of single and multiwalled nanotubes of controled sizes [43-46] for which the electronic behaviour
depends on the chirality of the tube [47,48,25]. As example of other discoveries can be mentioned the recently
found nanotubes [49] with values of Young modulus which are comparable with what is known for carbon fibres.
The whole field of clusters and fullerenes represent such exciting areas of modern science where one can explore
the presently unknown region between atomic/molecular physics, solid state physics which might have big impact
on modern technology as materials science and mesoscopic physics.

Many of these clusters and fullerene based species are too big applying standard MO-LCAO methods for eval
uation of the electronic structure and different properties. One has therefore in many cases developed simplified
models which take into account the main physics and are comparatively easy to use. The previously mentioned
jellium model [3,4,7,8J is such an example which has been used with great success in the evaluation of a number
of properties for clusters of alkali and coinage elements. We present in this work a short summary of a recently
developed numerical method [50J for evaluation of the electronic structure of single-wall and multi-wall nanotubes
containing thousands of electrons. For analysis of special properties as the collective effects in atoms or solids
models based on classical electrodynamic theory [51,52,53] has also been used with great success [54,55,56]. The
Cso molecule is a strongly correlated system which implies that screening is important and must be included in
the calculation of optical excitations. This can be achieved by inclusion of configuration interaction, as was done
for example, in the CNDO/S-CI calculations [26,57J. A different approach, to account for the strong screening
effects within the Cso molecule, is to evaluate the optical excitations using linear response theory based on, for
example a type of tight-binding Hamiltonian as used by Bertsch et at. [58]. Recently a simplified Random Phase
Approximation (RPA) has been introduced [59] as an extension of our earlier use of the sum-over-states approach
[60,61 ,62J. This paper gives a short overview of some of our more recent works on the electronic structure, linear
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optical properties of Cso, metal covered Cso , nanotubes and nanotubes filled with metals.

2 THEORY

2.1 Ground state calculations

Fig. 2 gives an overview of different presentations of Cso, which can form as a building block for production
of new materials. Fig. 3 shows examples of metal covered Cso as exemplified with M12CSO and M32CGO ' where
such systems has been observed for M = Li, Ca, Ba etc. [38-401. Calculations for Cso can be done based on
MO-LCAO methods while some approximate method is in general necessary for the bigger systems as for example
Cso covered with a metal shell, long single and multi-wall nanotubes which can be empty or filled with some metal
as will be outlined below. Furthermore, detailed calculations for such type of systems with many electrons will
require computational methods which are highly accurate.

Using the standard MO-LCAO method [63,64] the molecular orbital wavefunctions tPi are constructed as

tPi(i') =L t/>jCij =L L wt~tlnl(Tv)Yjm(i:,,)Cij
j j I'm

(1)

I.e. symmetry-adapted wavefunctions, ,pj' are projected from the atomic orbitals unlYim with coefficients wt:..·
The variational coefficients, Gij , are obtained from the matrix secular equation,

(H - (5) C =0 (2)

where Hand 5 are the Hamiltonian and overlap matrices, respectively. The Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian [65,66J
enters in a one-particle equation of the Schrodinger form as

(3)

4

where

VeIl = vbg + V. + vrc (4)

vbg repesents the Coulomb potential from the nuclei or some background potential from the nuclei and core
electrons. ve is the Coulomb potential from the electrons and Vr • is the exchange-correlation potential for which
we have used the Hedin-Lundqvist [67] form.

The atomic basis functions used for construction of the symmetry orbitals are obtained by solving the cor
responding Kohn-Sham equations for the free atoms and ions. The matrix elements are evaluated using the
numerical integration scheme developed by Boerrigter et al. (68]. The molecular charge distribution is fitted
within the SCC approximation [69] or within the SCM approximation [70J.

It is in principle possible to apply this technique for multi-walled nanotubes but the huge number of carbon
atoms involved for describing an "infintiely" long nanotube (on the order of 103

) makes a simplified approach
more attractive. Our method has been to consider the 2s and 2p electrons of each carbon as active for formation



of orbitals and then to replace the individual point charges of the CH ions with a cylindrical two dimensional
background having a uniform surface charge density (7. Using a C-C bond distance of 2.68 a..U. in Ii hexagonal
lattice one obtains (7 ;::: 0.428 a.u.- 2 • The potential from such a positive background charge of an infinitley long
nanotube is then obtained by use of Gauss law [71J as

{
vbg(r);::: -2'\ log(R) + C r:::; R (5)
vb,{r) ;::: -2'\log(r) + C r> R

where ,\ is the the number of electrons per unit length ,\ ;::: 21fRu and C is a constant. The total background
potential for multi-walled nanotubes will be given as a superposition of this type of potentials with variuos radii
R of the walls. A similar approach can also be used for infinitley long nanowires of a certain electron density for
which the jellium potential for such a wire will be given as

{
vbg(r);:::-'\«rjR)2-1)-2'\logR+C r:::;R (6)
vbg(r);::: -2'\logr + C r> R ,

where ,\ is the the number of electrons per unit length of the wire and C is a constant. The wavefunction and
the corresponding radial equation will be given as [50J

./. ( ) _ 1 R( ) ;mcr . (k1f)
'f'n",); r,O',z - M n r e sln T Z

2.2 Random Phase Approximation

The Random Phase Approximation (RPA) has been successfully used for describing small-amplitude exci
tations in many-body systems and in particular for metal dusters as reviewed by Brack [4]. In the literature
the RPA is presented in the framework of the Rartree-Fock (RF) theory [73J. We consider the RPA within the
framework of DFT and the particle-hole excitations are created from the Kohn-Sham orbitals, as has recently
been applied [74,75] for the analysis of optical properties of metal clusters. The RPA equation that determines
the excitation energy spectrum hw), has the form [73J:

(8)

where
;::: 6mn 6;j (cm - c,) + Vmjin
= Vmnij

(9)

and the indices i, j (n, m) refer to hole (particle) states. If the one-electron orbitals are defined as Kohn-Sham
orbitals the Coulomb interaction and exchange-correlation contribution lead to the following form of the particle
hole matrix element:

Vmn,j =< mn/V~.lij >
where [74]

1 6v [P]
Vres(r - r') ;::: --- + _"'_C_6(r - r')

Ir-r'1 6p

Using the addition theorem

1 00 I 1

_ ~ ~ 1 r < • (' ') (8)Ir - r'1 - 41f LJ LJ 2/ + 1 r'+l Yim (J , ¢ Y1m •¢
1=0 m=-/ >

(10)

(11)

(12)
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and approximating a fullerene by an infinitely thin shell r < = T> = R and also neglecting the exchange-correlation
interaction, a matrix element < mn/Vt'dlij > may, considering dipolar oscillations along the z-axis, be approxi
mated as

(13)

where z = r cos 0 and < mjzli > and < nlzlj > are the matrix elements for the dipolar transitions m -+ i and
n -+ j. >. = R-3 , where R is the radius of the infinitely thin shell. The forward and backward-going RPA
amplitudes Y(>') and Z(>.) obey the following orthonormalization condition:

(14)
mi

and the transition amplitude of a one-body operator W from the ground state to the >.th excited state is given
by

< >'\WIO >= .L[Y~i(>')Wmi + Z~i(),)Wim] ,
mi

(15)

where Wmi =< mlW!i >.

2.3 Classical Theory of a Coated Spherical Shell

When a system with an electronic ground state density Po is exposed to an external field Vert an induced
density Pond results. From [51-53] we obtain the following classical equation of motion for Pina:

(16)
1

{w 2
- w~(x)} PinAx, w) = - 411" \7w;(x) . \7V(x, w) ,

where V(x,w) = V.rt(x,w) + V;nAx,w), w is the frequency of Vert and V;nd is the potential from the induced
charge density Pind given by Poisson's equation V;nd = Jd3x!Pond/Ix - xl. w;(x) == 41re2po(x)/m and defines a
local plasma frequency through the ground state electron density Po(x).

Assume that we have a metallic shell (C60 ) with the constant electron density PI between the radii r l and r 2

and a metallic coating with the constant electron density P2 between the radii r2 and r 3 , then the ground state
and induced electron densities may be expressed as:

(17)

and
00 3

Pinder) = .L.L qjl oCr - rj) Ylo(O)
1=0 j=l

(18)

Eq. (16) together with Eqs. (17-18) can be written in a compact matrix form as

A·Q=R , (19)

(20)

where

(

2 i±L 1 (!.l.)I-l I (!.l.)I-l )n - 21+1 PI 21+1 Pl r2 21+1 P1 rs
I 1 !:J.. 1+2 2 I I 1 1 1:2. 1-1A = -241(P2-P1)(r.) n- 21+lP1 - 241P2 2T-IT(P2-Pl)(rJ
l-tL (!.l.)1+2 1+1. (!.2)'+2 2 1
2I+T P' rs 21+TP2 rs n - 21+T P'

Q is a vector representing the induced density, Pind. with the three elements qjl' and R is a vector describing
an external driving field. If the external field is a simple dipolar one, for which V~zt == -Eo r cos (}, R has the

components R;1 = ..Jl/127f Eo ( Pi+l -Pi)'
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The matrix A contains the information on the excitation spectrum of the system so the three eigenvalues of
A are the eigenmodes of the system. To obtain the photoabsorption cross section of the C60 molecule we evaluate
the dipolar polarisability given by the expression

a(w) = Jd3 x' Z PinAx',w)
Eo

which gives the photoabsorption cross section through the formula

211"e 2

ua~.(w) = --wlma(w)
me

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Electronic structure and optical properties of Cro , Na12C60and Na32C60

(21)

(22)

We have earlier [59] analyzed the electronic structure of the bare CsoandCs~ covered with 12 and 32 Li atoms.
The calculations for the bare CGO were done using the bond lengths 1.458 A for the pentagonal edge (single
bonds) and the 1.401 A for the bonds shared by hexagonal rings (or double bonds), as determined from gas phase
electron diffraction [76]. The geometry for Li12C 60 have been determined using the Car-Parinello method [77] as
well as with a semi-empirical MNDO method [78] for the case when the Li atoms are located above the pentagonal
phases. Both calculations give a change of the bond lengths within the cage compared with the experimental
ones for the free C60 and also give values of the bond distances from the Li-atom to the cage corresponding to
1.54 A and 1.77A for the two calculations, respectively. In order to obtain some estimate of the bond distance of
the No. atoms to the cage we have determined the bond distance by optimization the distance above a CsHs ring
with the result of 1.69 Afor Li which is between the values given above and 2.13 A. for No.. The optimized values
determined in this way reflects mainly the approximate size of the atom and we have used this distance when No.
is placed above a hexagonal ring in N~2Coo' An energy level diagram for bare Cso, Na12C60 and N~2Coo is given
in Fig. 4. We notice how the LUMO and LUMO + 1 levels of CGO are filled for Na12CGO while a number of new
levels originating from the additional twenty No. atoms are occupied instead of filling the additional unoccupied
Cso levels.

A further indication of the change of the electronic structure for metal covered Coo can be obtained by plotting
the spherically averaged charge densities for the 60 11" electrons of C 60 and the last occupied 72 and 92 electrons
for the metal covered Cso in Fig. 5. Comparison with the energy level diagram in Fig. 4 shows here more clearly
how the first twelve valence electrons first go into the Cso levels and the additional valence electrons form a metal
covered shell outside the cage. This is also in agreement with what is obtained in a Mulliken analysis of the
molecular wavefunctions which shows a charge of about + 0.316 on each atom for the first 12 No. atoms which is
further reduced to + 0.109 electrons on each atom for the 32 Na atom cluster. Metal covered eso can therefore in
a simple picture be modelled with a shell for the cage covered with a new shell originating from the metal atoms.
Such a jellium on jellium model has been used by Rubio et ai. [79] for No. covered Coo' Calculations for clusters
of Li using a jellium model has however been found to be too crude for a good description of optical response. We
have in a number of works [54-56] used a similar classical model and extended it further in a combination with
DFT calculations [80]. According to this model C60 will have two plasmon energies which will extend to three
modes with a metal covered shell. The original modes of C60 will shift in energy and also change in intensity.

We have also used the RPA method as outlined above and evaluated the oscillator distribution of Cso and
metal covered Coo' Fig. 6 shows the CGO EELS spectrum of Sohmen et ai. [81] for crystalline C60 with the dotted
line in (a) and the theoretical oscillator strenghts of C60 with the full line in (a) and N~2CsO in (b). There is a
relative good agreement between the experimental and theoretical spectrum for C60 except for a uniform shift of
the peaks. We notice how a number of new absorption bands show up in the energy region 1-2 eV for the metal
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covered Cso ' These values of the optical excitations should be compared with the values of the bulk and surface
plasmons for Na corresponding to 5.91 and 3.41 eV (82), respectively. The transitions originating from transtions
in the metal shell are considerably shifted compared with these more classical values of collective excitations
derived from bulk properties.

3.2 Electronic properties of single-wall, nanowire and single-wall filled nanotube

One of the most exciting discoveries in fullerene related research during the last years has been the develop
ments of methods for production of nanotubes of unique electronic properties and the filling of those with different
elements. We have for quite some time analyzed the optical properties of multiwall nanotubes, carbon onions
[54-56] using the model based classical electromagnetic theory. We have recently used the method outlined above
(50] which is able to anlayze the electronic structure of such species as multi-wall nanotubes, nanowires and filled
nanotubes. The method is able to perform calculations of systems containing up to thirty thousand of electrons
with a jellium background potential. Fig. 7 gives a schemtic picture of the radial charge density and potential
for a single-wall nanotube and aNa nanowire. Calculations for such systems with the method given above have
given electronic wavefunctions and eigenvalues. We have here chosen to represent the results in terms of Density
of States (DOS) diagrams as given in Fig. 8 with the singel nanotube in (a) and the filled nanotube in (b). The
most interesting results are the quantization of the DOS in radial and axial direction resulting in DOS curves
which are characteristic for mesoscopic systems as quantum wires and quantum dots [83J.

4 CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, the optical properties of Cso and metal covered Cso has been investigated using a simplified RPA
approach. These results are compared with a classical treatment of the collective effects of a spherically averaged
radial electronic charge distribution with different number of electrons involved. Some preliminary results are also
presented to obtain results for an infinte long single-wall nanotube which is even filled with a nanowire. These
new type of model systems opens the direction towards mesoscopic physics and modern technology.
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Solid C6Q

Figure 1: Schematic overview of the growth of clusters when ato~s are added to the smaller units in the formation of
species with bulk properties as exemplified with fcc, bcc a.nd hcp crystal structure. In addition very unique structures have
been discovered as noncrystallographic dusters and the fullereens. The most wellknown fullerene C60 has also been used
in the growing of crystals.

Figure 2: A schematic overview of ~o represented by a stick model, 3D and 2D contour plots of the electron density. In
the 3D plot to the left the single contour has been chosen to show how the electrons a.re distributed in the bonds. The 2D
contour plot shows the electron density in II plane that includes the center of the molecule. We clearly see that there is a
large void, which means that ~o consilutes a spherical shell.
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Figure 3: A schematic overview of metal coverd C60 with 12 and 32 metal atoms located. above the pentagons and hexagons.
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Figure 4.: Energy level diagram of C6 0 Uld Na covered C 60 with 12 Uld 32 atoms
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Figure 5: Spherical radial average charge densities of the 60 If electrons of C60 full line a.nd the first 72 electrons of
Na.l2C60Uld 92 electrons of NilJ2C60 • The position of the Na lltoms have been chosen as given in the text
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Figure 7: Results from self-consistent radial density, left part of the figure, and effective potential, right part of the figure.
The upper put of the figure shows the result of a single-wall na.notube with radius R = 3.4A, the middle pa.rt the result
of a. solid nanowire with R = 2.4 A and the lower part the result of a. single wall nanotube filled with the nanowire
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nanowire (b).
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